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5780: 

I am sometimes asked to delineate the differences between Judaism and other religions. 
While we share many values with our non-Jewish friends (care for the poor and sick, the 
importance of strong families and communities, etc.) there are obviously some striking 
differences between Judaism and other faiths. Interestingly, those differences are not always 
what people assume them to be. For instance, while we associate resurrection with Christianity, 
the idea of the body being resuscitated back into life had a place in traditional Jewish thought for 
many centuries, though it is largely used as a metaphor today. Similarly, many people, Jews and 
non-Jews, seem to think that Judaism has no place for angels. While most Jews today don’t 
believe in them, the Talmud and other classical sources are filled with stories about angels. 

One such story concerns this week’s parshah. Abraham is in his tent, and three visitors 
come to see him. Even in the text of the Torah, it is unclear who these people are. They are 
sometimes addressed as three people and sometimes as one; they seem to know in advance that 
Sarah will conceive and give birth to a child, and when; they also appear able to know Sarah’s 
thoughts. One tradition explicitly identifies these three visitors as angels who have the 
appearance of men, even naming which angels they were: Michael, Gabriel and Raphael. 
Another teaches us that every angel has only one task to perform, and that these three were to 
heal Abraham after his circumcision, bring Sarah the news of her pregnancy and to destroy 
Sodom and Gomorrah. 

The ancient Jewish conception of angels was that they were servants of God and aspects 
of God. I’ll never forget the time when, as a student, I visited a synagogue where this parshah 
was being discussed at a minhah/ma’arive service. The rabbi asked what the image of the three 
men represented, and his wife said to him: ‘The story teaches us that we should see God when 
we look into other peoples’ faces. Do you see God when you look into my face?’ If we should let 
that question echo in our minds, we would take our stand in the world as different people. 
  
Shabbat shalom. 


